DRAMA AT BENNINGTON PRESENTS
DIRECTING 2 PROJECTS – FALL '03
VAPA D207
Friday December 5th

**Thugs** by Adam Bock Directed by Jess Carr
Leah Bell, Ashley Hanna, Liana Lewis, Kelly Muzzi, Ayn Slavis & Mike Winward

**Miss Julie** by August Strindberg Directed by Daniel Grossman
Patrick Davison, Helen Gassenheimer & Carlee McManus
Costumes: Simone Duff

**Past Present Future Tense** by Kier Peters Directed by Lawson Wulsin Jr.
Liana Lewis & Julian Sieser
(special thanks to Douglas Messerli)

**For Whom the Southern Belle Tolls** by Christopher Durang Directed by Leah Bell
Jeremy Davis, Ian Rogers, Lucy Skeen & Julia Xenakis

Lighting Design Katrina Maurer
Board Op Rachel Shirk
Crew Lila Hartelius

**Drama Faculty and Staff:**
Andrew Cancellieri, Kathleen Dimmick, Michael Gianitti, Linda Hurley, Kirk Jackson,
Dina Janis, Frank La Frazia, Danny Michaelson, Sue Rees, Terry Teitelbaum & Janis Young

**EXTRA SPECIAL THANKS:** The class extends our sincerest appreciation to all the actors who donated their time and talent to these projects.